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Abstract. In the present work the plasma surface modification of the polyethy-
lene terephthalate is researched. It is realized in the RF-capacitive discharge.
The modification in the flowing regime of the discharge is carried out for the
following gas mixtures Ar-O2, CF4-O2 and CF2Cl2-O2. The time of treatment
of the dischargettr is changed in the ranges 0,1–100 s. The experimental results
for the wetting contact angleθ and adhesion workWa are obtained as a func-
tion of the timettr at a different percentage of the gas mixture. Several fields
with defined character times are seen in dependence on the rate of change in
the angleθ and the workWa, which describes participation of several chemical
kinetic processes. The qualitative analysis of the experimental results is made
using different by their chemical compound functional groups, whichare cre-
ated and destroyed on the polymer surface at the time of treatment of the pattern
in the discharge. The behavior and analysis of the experimental results inthe
presence of residual oxygen-containing gases shows that treating ofthe polymer
material in pure gases should be interpreted with the same kinetic schemes as
well as their mixtures with oxygen.

PACS number: 52.80.Hc, 82.35.Lr

1 Introduction

The gas emission in the reactor accounts for an unwished moment at the re-
alization of the plasma-chemical treatment of polymer materials, because the
qualitative composition of the reactor environment is changed, even it is un-
controlled. Reasons for gas emission are known. On the one hand, these are
desorption phenomena from the surface and volume of the reactor, the polymer
material and gas leakage of air in the discharge system from the atmosphere. On
the other hand this discharge accounts for excellent means for gas cleaning of
the walls, which limits it at the time of its burning. So, the reactor at the time of
gas discharge will emit higher quantities of gas than those before the turn on of
the discharge. As it was commented in [1], in the reactor the volume is emitted
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and oxygen-containing gaseous products (from type O2, H2O, CO, CO2, etc.)
enter, which leads to their participation in the treatment of polymer materials
together with the working gas. It’s obvious that their unwished and uncontrolled
participation makes extremely difficult the interpretation of the experimental re-
sults and the theoretical modeling of processes, which havea role at the treating
of pure gases.

It is also well known [26] that in many of the plasma-chemicaltechnologies with
different gas mixtures in various combinations and proportions are used. Due to
their highly active character, the oxygen is an inseparablepart of this mixture,
especially for technologies connected with the increase inadhesion properties,
etching of various structures, restoring- oxidizing processes, etc. The increase
in adhesion properties mostly happens by modification of polymer surface and
the value of contact angle of wettingθ is accepted as qualitative criterion. The
experimental results, which are connected with plasma modification, show a
complicated behavior of the contact angleθ. Very often these results are contro-
versial with high deviation and are very difficult to be interpreted.

The facts and reasonings given above suggest that it is necessary the research,
connected with plasma-modification in mixture of gases, where one of them is
obligatory oxygen, be continued. Undoubtedly, such research can be of help
for the empirical optimization of technological processes. Also, modification
can be retraced more precisely at the transition from oxygenmixture to pure
gases, which will help the experimental results to be completely and precisely
interpreted and statistically processed.

2 Experiment

The experimental setup and the methodology described in [1]are used for the
modification of the polymer surface and measurement of the contact angleθ.
The plasma modification of polymer surface is realized in RF-discharge with
external electrodes (13.56 MHz), E-type. The input power inthe discharge in
the quartz camera is the same and equal to 100 W for all mixtures. The gas mix-
tures measured in gas-flowing regime are: Ar-O2, CF4-O2, CF2Cl2-O2. Tech-
nical pure gases were used, whereupon the purity of the gasesis 98–99%. The
total pressure of the gas mixture is 66.7 Pa (0.5 Torr). Polyethylene terephtha-
late (PET) is used as a polymer material type Hostaphan R125 with thickness
125µm. The measuring of the contact angleθ is realized using the projection
system, and applying the method of sessile drop. Bidistilled and deionized water
H2O is used as a pattern liquid. Five water drops are put on the films of PET.
This gives the possibility for the measured contact angles from both sides of the
drops to be averaged and to determine the mean value ofθ. The errors, which
can occur after averaging all measures, are less than±1.5◦ and for that reason
they are not shown in the figures with the experimental results.
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3 The Experimental Results and Discussion

The behavior of the contact angle and work of adhesionWA for gas mixture Ar-
O2 is shown in Figures 1 and 2. The necessity for presenting the experimental re-
sults by the estimated adhesion work was discussed in [1]. The relation between
WA and the angleθ, is presented by the well-known equation of Young-Dupre
[7,8]:

WA = σLV (1 + cos ϑ).

Whereσlv is the surface tension of the pattern liquid.

The curves which connect the experimental points are processed using the spline
approximation, but not averaged by methods of mathematicalstatistics. Why the
similar presentation is used, it is discussed and analyzed in details in [1].

Despite of the percentage of the mixture a monotonous increase inWA is ob-
served. The increase in the workWA suggests that the surface tensionσsv of
PET has to increase, too. In that mixture there exist preconditions for the cre-
ation of oxygen-containing (O)FG functional groups as: OH, CO, COOH, OOH
etc. These functional groups take the place of carbon-hydrogen groups type:
C6H6, C2H2, and CH. So, the increase inσsv comes mainly from the increase in
the polar componentσp

sv of PET, which according to us, is a result from the in-
crease in the number of possible hydrogen bonds, which can berealized between
the two phases — solid and liquid, (polymer surface — patternliquid).

The time of treatmentttr, which ranges between 0.1–100 s, depends on the rate
of changing the workWA. This changing conditionally can be divided into three
parts: first (ttr = 0.1–0.6 s), second (ttr = 0.6–10 s) and third (ttr = 10–100 s).

Figure 1. Behavior of the contact angleθ at the treatment timettr or different percentages
Ar-O2.
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These boundaries, of course, should not be accepted and considered as exactly
defined. Also, they change depending on the percentage proportion of the mix-
ture. The introduction of these areas, however, makes easier the interpreting of
experimental results, because every area will depend on a defined character time.

The presence of several character times for the whole time oftreatmentttr sug-
gests the participation of several chemical kinetic processes. In order to qualita-
tively interpret our results we will enter into two possiblekinetic processes:

• Creating and destroying of different oxygen-containing (O)FG functional
groups.

• Creating and destroying of different carbon-hydrogen (CH)FG functional
groups.

As a result of the treatment of polymer surface in RF-discharge, these two func-
tional groups will be continually in competition and their concentration will de-
pend on external parameters, as well as on the time of treatment ttr. We will
accept that the change in the surface tensionσsv is realized only when (O)FG

group replace (CH)FG group and conversely — it will not change, when it re-
places another group with the same character. The increase (decrease) in (O)FG

groups, despite of the concrete chemical composition of thegroup leads to an
increase (decrease) in the polar componentσp

sv with one and the same value.
The same case is referred to as (CH)FG groups, but they will affect the disper-
sion componentσd

sv. So, at this stage no difference between various in chemical
composition, but similar in functionality will be made.

As it can be seen from Figures 1 and 2, the changing of the angleθ and the work
WA depends on the percentage proportion of the mixture. When thequantity of

Figure 2. Behavior of the adhesion workWA at the treatment timettr for different
percentages Ar-O2.
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the oxygen is high (60–100%), the basic change of the valuesθ andWA is at the
first area (ttr = 0.1–0.2 s). Below 50%, when Ar begins to dominate, the basic
change except in the first area is also in the second area, and character times are
displaced to the higher values ofttr with the decrease in the percentage contents
of O2. As it is shown in [1], in the second or in the third area at the time of
treatingttr an etching process begins. The etching rate has to be proportional to
O2 and to increase with the increasing of the oxygen concentration.

The character of the curves also shows that in the three areasof the time of treat-
mentttr, the creation of (O)FG groups dominates above the creation of (CH)FG

groups. The rates of creating these groups are different in those areas and highly
depend on the percentage contents of O2. One can get the impression that de-
spite the high changes of the oxygen from 0 to 50%, the data arechanged very
little. One of the possible reasons for the low sensitivity towards quantity of
oxygen is that for the modification little quantities of oxygen are necessary and
the modification is controlled not only by the gas in the reactor volume, but also
by the alloy oxygen-containing gases, which are emitted from the reactor, from
the material volumes in the reactor and from the treated polymer.

An essential difference of changing the workWA (angleθ), is observed in the
interval 50–60% contents of O2. These differences will be hardly explained by
the increased quantity of oxygen, because up to 50% the different quantity of the
oxygen does not render visible influence upon the surface tensionσsv. In this
case, the explanation is better to be searched in connectionwith the form and the
quantitative composition of the discharge, which indisputably changes with the
variation in the percentage proportion of O2.

As it is known, the parameters of RF-discharge and the micro-parameters of the
plasma quantitative and qualitative are differentiated for the different mixtures
[9,10]. When Ar dominates, it is cropped out as a basic plasma-creating gas and
begins to give these parameters. As it is also known, the RF-discharge in argon,
as every inert environment in comparison with the chemically active gas, is con-
siderably more elementary from the physical and chemical processes and poorer
from the point of view of the particles participating in these processes. When the
O2 begins to participate and starts to dominate, then the plasma-creating gases
are already two and at the same time in the discharge system the participation of
very different products from that chemically active gas is intensified. In this way,
the RF-discharge becomes more complicated process and richer of different par-
ticles in the dominating oxygen environment. At this state it is even possible for
the whole kinetic scheme of influence upon the polymer surface to be changed,
thus realizing the modification by other new channels and with other by quantity
and composition components. For the clarification of these questions, however
additional research is necessary, which is connected with plasma diagnostics.

The changing of the contact angleθ and the adhesion workWA are shown in
Figures 3 and 4 for gas mixture CF2Cl2-O2. The degree of modification in that
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Figure 3. Behavior of the contact angleθ at the treatment timettr for different percent-
ages CF2Cl2-O2.

mixture shows another qualitative character. The workWA reaches certain max-
imal values, which depends on the percentage contents of freon 12. The decrease
in the percentage contents of CF2Cl2 leads to an increase of the maximum ofWA

increases and moves to the short times ofttr. Only at the level of pure oxygen
the monotonous increasing of the workWA is kept.

That behavior can be explained qualitatively with the assumed kinetic scheme.
Of course, the scheme should be far more complicated and morethan two ex-
amined kinetic processes are included. At the short times oftreatingttr (in the

Figure 4. Behavior of the adhesion workWA at the treatment timettr for different
percentages CF2Cl2-O2.
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first area 0.1–0.6 s) the increase inWA is observed with different rate, which
increases with the increase in the percentage contents of O2. It shows that the
creation of (O)FG dominates over the creation of (CH)FG, whereupon the po-
lar component of surface tensionσp

sv increases. When the contents of freon 12
in the investigating mixture is high, then the adhesion workWA is changed a
little. Unlike r-2 mixture (Figures 1 and 2), the presence of residual oxygen en-
vironment from gas emission does not render such high influence. One possible
reason is chlorine atoms, which are very active too, like oxygen atoms.

The presence of active chlorine atoms in discharge plasma can depress the rising
of (O)FG on the polymer surface as they create (CCl)FG groups. The displacing
of hydrogen atoms in PET with chlorine atoms will lead to an increase inσsv, but
through the increase in the dispersion ofσd

sv component. The value ofσd
sv is also

a result of the dispersion interaction of Cl atoms with the hydrogen molecule,
and the value ofσp

sv — is also a result of the hydrogen bond of H and O atoms
with the water. Then the absolute change for one functional group ofσd

sv should
be considerably less thanσp

sv [11,12].

So, the change inσsv, when the (CCl)FG groups are changed, is much lower than
the variation of (O)FG groups. In this way, the initial increase in the workWA

in freon 12 can be due to the increase in oxygen-containing (O)FG, as well as to
the increase in chlorine-containing (CCl)FG groups. Unlike Ar-O2 environment
at the presence of freon 12 the creation of carbon-fluorine-chlorine (CFCl)FG

groups such as: CF2Cl, CF2, CFCl etc. is possible. After reaching the maxi-
mal value ofWA, the groups, which contain fluorine-chlorine (CFCl)FG groups,
begin to displace the (O)FG and (CCl)FG groups, and this leads to a decrease in
WA, respectivelyσsv. The rate of decrease inWA is different and depends on
the percentage contents of freon 12. The character times aredisplaced to shorter
times ofttr with a decrease in the percentage contents of CF2Cl2. The highest
relatively change of the workWA is observed at composites with low contents
of freon 12 and it is realized in the first and the second areas of ttr. As, CF2Cl2
is a plasma-creating gas, which excepts forming of (CFCl)FG groups in the third
area. There a creation of a polymer layer is possible, which is built by C, F
and Cl atoms at a certain quantity proportion. Namely, theirquantity proportion
defines the saturated value ofWA at the long times of treatment (ttr > 100 s).

This analysis shows that, in order to interpret the experimental results, at least
the following kinetic processes should be included, which are connected with
the creation and destruction of:

• different oxygen-containing (O)FG functional groups;

• different carbon-hydrogen (CH)FG functional groups;

• carbon-chlorine (CCl)FG functional groups;

• different carbon-fluorine-chlorine (CFCl)FG functional groups.
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Figure 5. Behavior of the contact angleθ at the treatment timettr for different percent-
ages CF4-O2.

As a result of the treatment of the polymer surface in the RF-discharge, the
type of the receiving functional groups will be defined out ofthe character rate
constant and its describing kinetic chemical equations,etc.

Similar behavior of changing the contact angleθ and work of adhesionWA,
is also observed in the mixture CF4-O2, Figsures 5 and 6. For the researched
values of freon 14 with percentage proportion above 20%, thework WA passes
through a maximal value. With the decreasing percentage contents of CF4, the
maximal value increases and is displaced by longer timesttr. When the per-
centage content is less than 20%, the change in the workWA is similar to that
of pure oxygen. For this mixture, as well as in Ar-O2 mixtures, high influence
of the oxygen is observed in contrast with CF2Cl2-O2 mixtures. This is so even
when impurity gases, as a result of gas emission in the reactor, assure its quan-
tity. At the shortttr, the workWA increases due to created oxygen-containing
(O)FG groups, which dominate above other groups. After the workWA passes
through the extremum, carbon-fluorine (CF)FG, groups type CF3, CF2 and CF
begin to dominate, which displace (O)FG groups, too. The higher the percentage
contents of freon 14 the faster the increase in the concentration of (CF)FG and
the initiation of this process is faster.

The increase in the concentration of fluorine (CF)FG groups can lead to the cre-
ation of a polymer layer at the long timesttr, which is built basically by C and
F atoms at a certain quantitative proportion which defines the saturated value of
WA. As it is the case in [1], here we can also observe an unstable state of the
pattern water drop, after it is put on the treated surface in the mixture CF4-O2.
That state is assigned to the gas mixture, which contains CF4 from 100% to 40%
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Figure 6. Behavior of the adhesion workWA at the treatment timettr for different
percentages CF4-O2.

where decrease in the workWA is observed. The reason that could be pointed is
the rising polymer layer from the created carbon-fluorine (CF)FG groups, as they
are created in the oxygen-containing (O)FG groups. When the pattern liquid is
put, then that layer is destroyed and the contact angleθ sharply decreases. The
new value of the angleθ is near to the value ofθ, which is got after polymer
treatment in oxygen environment. It shows that below the grown CF4 groups in
that case the (O)FG groups created earlier are still present. The interval of the
time ttr, wherein is shown in the second spilling of the drops, is different and
depends on the percentage proportion of the gas mixture. It coincides with the
interval, where the carbon (CF)FG groups begin to displace (O)FG groups and
to rise the polymer layer. After a certain time of treatmentttr a low change in
the workWA (angleθ) is reached and there is a tendency for saturation. These
values ofWA, as it was discussed, are close to the dimension of the valuesof
fluorine-hydrogen polymers. At the measuring in that area ofsaturating, the
pattern drop does not spill any more and it stays quasi-stationary at the time.

The following kinetic processes will describe one possibleinterpretation of the
experimental results for that mixture. These processes areconnected with the
creation and destruction of:

• different oxygen-containing (O)FG functional groups;

• different carbon-hydrogen (CH)FG functional groups;

• different carbon-fluorine (CF)FG functional groups.

On condition that it is necessary to be included the rising ofa polymer layer at
the third area of the time of treatmentttr, then to the creation and destruction
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of the functional groups should be included kinetic equations. These equations
describe polymerization on the polymer surface.

4 Conclusion

Despite the difference in the behavior of the adhesion workWA (angleθ), which
is due to the use of a mixture of various gases, the process of polymer surface
modification enables non-complicated schemes to be reducedand they allow the
interpretation of the qualitative experimental results.

At the short and middle times of treatmentttr (conventionaly accepted as first
and second areas), these kinetic processes are responsiblefor the creation and
destruction of defined functional groups. In this case we canspeak about mod-
ification by replacement according to the accepted terminology in [1]. Some
specific functional groups are depending on the chemical composition of the
mixture, but common functional groups participate in all mixtures. We accepted
two functional groups as:

• oxygen-containing (O)FG functional group, which is due to the oxygen
and its compounds in researching mixtures,

• carbon-hydrogen (CH)FG functional group, which is due to the treated
organic polymer material in the RF-discharge.

The interaction between the functional (O)FG group and pattern liquid is through
the hydrogen bond. So, the change in (O)FG will lead to a change in the polar
component of the surface tensionσp

sv. The interaction between the functional
(CH)FG group and the same liquid is through dispersion of van der Waals inter-
action. In this case, the change in (CH)FG will lead to a change in the dispersion
componentσd

sv. The result is that both groups will define surface tensionσsv of
the polymer when it is changing, with a change in the timettr.

In Ar-O2 mixture, the modification by replacement can be described through
the two functional groups above mentioned. For the other twomixtures, more
should be added:

• carbon-chlorine (CCl)FG functional group;

• carbon-fluorine-chlorine (CFCl)FG functional group, for CF2Cl2-O2 mix-
ture and

• carbon-fluorine (CFCl)FG functional group, for CF4-O2 mixture.

At the long time of treatmentttr (third area), the kinetic scheme is changed. In
Ar-O2 environment, where modification by etching is realized, it is necessary to
involve some models, which describe the etching processes.In polymer creating
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environment (CF2Cl2-O2 and CF4-O2), modification by polymerization is real-
ized. In that case it is also necessary to involve some models, which describe the
polymerization processes.

The treatment of the polymer material in pure gases (Ar, CF2Cl2, CF4) should be
interpreted with the same kinetic schemes, as well as for their mixtures with the
oxygen. This is so, because the experimental technology, which is used, allows
even small quantities of oxygen-containing gases, but unfortunately, they are not
enough for participation of polymer modification. More detailed investigation
of these processes in pure gases is needed. Therefore it is necessary to use the
technology of the experiment at the level of the ultra high vacuum.

The analysis we have tried to do with the so accepted kinetic processes, which
take place at the plasma modification in the RF-discharge, and the accepted func-
tional groups, which are created on the polymer surface at this treatment, are a
precondition for the creation of a quantitative model. The successful solution
of a similar task will describe the quantitative characteristics of the researched
case. Moreover, the type of the theoretical behaviors is a base for the statistical
treatment of the experimental results of adhesion workWA and contact angleθ.
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